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REDUCED-LATENCY SOFT-IN/SOFT-OUT 
MODULE 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] Due to the presence of noise on a communications 
channel, the signal received is not always identical to the 
signal transmitted. Channel coding, or equivalently, error 
correction coding, relates to techniques for increasing the 
probability that a receiver in a communications systems Will 
be able to correctly detect the composition of the transmitted 
data stream. Typically, this is accomplished by encoding the 
signal to add redundancy before it is transmitted. This 
redundancy increases the likelihood that the receiver Will be 
able to correctly decode the encoded signal and recover the 
original data. 

[0002] Turbo coding, a relatively neW but Widely used 
channel coding technique, has made signaling at poWer 
ef?ciencies close to the theoretical limits possible. The 
features of a turbo code include parallel code concatenation, 
non-uniform interleaving, and iterative decoding. Because 
turbo codes may substantially improve energy ef?ciency, 
they are attractive for use over channels that are poWer 
and/or interference limited. 

[0003] A turbo decoder may be used to decode the turbo 
code. The turbo decoder may include tWo soft-input/soft 
output (SISO) decoding modules that Work together in an 
iterative fashion. The SISO decoding module is the basic 
building block for established iterative detection techniques 
for a system having a netWork of ?nite state machines, or 
more generally, subsystems. 

[0004] FIGS. 7A and 7B respectively shoW block dia 
grams of typical turbo encoder 10 and turbo decoder 11 
arrangements. In this eXample, the turbo encoder 10 uses 
tWo separate encoders, RSCl and RSC2, each a Recursive 
Systematic Convolutional encoder. Each of the encoders 
RSCl and RSC2 can be modeled as a ?nite state machine 

(FSM) having a certain number of states (typically, either 
four or eight for turbo encoders) and transitions therebe 
tWeen. To encode a bit stream for transmission over a 

channel, uncoded data bits bk are input both to the ?rst 
encoder RSCl and an interleaver I. The interleaver I shuffles 
the input sequence bk to increase randomness and introduces 
the shuffled sequence ak to the second decoder RSC2. The 
outputs of encoders RSCl and RSC2, ck and dk respectively, 
are punctured and modulated by block 12 to produced 
encoded outputs Xk(0) and Xk(1), Which are transmitted over 
a channel to the decoder 11. 

[0005] At the decoder 11, the encoded outputs are received 
as noisy inputs Zk(0) and Zk(1) and are de-modulated and 
de-punctured by block 13, Which is the soft-inverse of 
puncture and modulation block 12. The output of block 13, 
M[ck(0)], M[ck(1)] and M[dk(1)], is “soft” information— 
that is, guesses or beliefs about the most likely sequence of 
information bits to have been transmitted in the coded 
sequences ck(0), ck(1) and dk(1), respectively. The decoding 
process continues by passing the received soft information 
M[ck(0)], M[ck(1)] to the ?rst decoder, 51501, which makes 
an estimate of the transmitted information to produce soft 
output M[bk] and passes it to interleaver I (Which uses the 
same interleaving mapping as the interleaver I in the encoder 
10) to generate M[ak]. The second decoder, SISO2, uses 
M[ak] and received soft information M[dk(1)] to re-estimate 
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the information. This second estimation is looped back, via 
the soft inverse of the interleaver, I_1, to 51501 Where the 
estimation process starts again. The iterative process con 
tinues until certain conditions are met, such as a certain 
number of iterations are performed, at Which point the ?nal 
soft estimates become “hard” outputs representing the trans 
mitted information. 

[0006] Each of the SISO decoder modules in the decoder 
11 is the soft-inverse of its counterpart RSC encoder in the 
encoder 10. The conventional algorithm for computing the 
soft-inverse is knoWn as the “forWard-backWard” algorithm 
such as described in G. David Forney, Jr., “The ForWard 
BackWard Algorithm,” Proceedings of the 34th Allerton 
Conference on Communications, Control and Computing, 
pp. 432-446 (Oct. 1996). In the forWard-backWard algo 
rithm, an estimate as to a value of a data bit is made by 
recursively computing the least cost path (using add-com 
pare-select, or ACS, operations) forWards and backWards 
through the SISO’s “trellis”—essentially an unfolded state 
diagram shoWing all possible transitions betWeen states in a 
FSM. Each path through the SISO’s trellis has a correspond 
ing cost, based on the received noisy inputs, representing a 
likelihood that the RSC took a particular path through its 
trellis When encoding the data. Typically, the loWer a path’s 
total cost, the higher the probability that the RSC made the 
corresponding transitions in encoding the data. In general, 
the forWard and backWard ACS recursions performed by a 
SISO can be computed either serially or in parallel. Per 
forming the recursions in parallel, the faster of the tWo 
methods, yields an architecture With latency O(N), Where N 
is the block siZe of the encoded data. As used herein, 
“latency” is the end-to-end delay for decoding a block of N 
bits. 

[0007] The present inventors recogniZed that, depending 
on the latency of other components in a decoder or other 
detection system, reducing the latency of a SISO could result 
in a signi?cant improvement in the system’s throughput (a 
measurement of the number of bits per second that a system 
architecture can process). Consequently, the present inven 
tors developed a tree-structured SISO that can provide 
reduced latency. 

SUMMARY 

[0008] Implementations of the tree-structured SISO may 
include various combinations of the folloWing features. 

[0009] In one aspect, decoding an encoded signal (for 
eXample, a turbo encoded signal, a block encoded signal or 
the like) can be performed, e.g., in a Wireless communica 
tions system, by demodulating the received encoded signal 
to produce soft information, and iteratively processing the 
soft information With one or more soft-in/soft-output (SISO) 
modules. At least one of the SISO modules uses a tree 
structure to compute forWard and backWard state metrics, for 
eXample, by performing recursive marginaliZation-combin 
ing operations, Which may in various embodiments include 
min-sum operations, min*-sum operations (Where min*= 
min(X,y)—ln(1+e_|X'y|)) sum-product operations, and/or max 
product operations. 

[0010] The encoded signal may comprise at least one of a 
turbo encoded signal, a block turbo encoded signal, a loW 
density parity check coded signal, a product coded signal, a 
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convolutional coded signal, a parallel concatenated convo 
lutional coded signal, and/or a serial concatenated convolu 
tional coded signal. 

[0011] The iterative processing may be terminated upon 
occurrence of a predetermined condition, for example, the 
completion of a predetermined number of iterations. The 
iterative processing may include performing parallel pre?x 
operation or parallel suf?x operations, or both, on the soft 
information. Moreover, the iterative processing may include 
using soft output of a ?rst SISO as soft input to another 
SISO, and/or may include performing marginaliZation-com 
bining operations Which form a semi-ring over the soft 
information. 

[0012] The tree structure used by at least one SISO may be 
a tree structure that results in the SISO having a latency of 
O(log2 N), Where N is a block siZe, a Brent-Kung tree, or a 
forWard-backWard tree, e.g., having a tree structure recur 
sion that is bi-directional. 

[0013] Processing performed by at least one SISO may 
include tiling an observation interval into subintervals, and 
applying a minimum half-WindoW SISO operation on each 
subinterval. 

[0014] In another aspect, a SISO module may include a 
plurality of fusion modules arranged into a tree structure and 
adapted to compute forWard and backWard state metrics. 
Each fusion module may be de?ned by the equation: 

Sni 

[0015] Where C(k, m) is a matrix of minimum sequence 
metrics (MSM) of state pairs sk and srn based on soft-inputs 
betWeen sk and sm. At least one of the fusion modules may 
compute forWard and backWard state metrics by performing 
recursive marginaliZation-combining operations. 
[0016] In another aspect, a SISO module may include one 
or more complete fusion modules (CFMs) for performing 
marginaliZation-combining operations in both a forWard 
direction and a backWard direction, one or more forWard 
fusion modules (fFMs) for performing marginaliZation 
combining operations only in the forWard direction, and one 
or more backWard fusion modules (bFMs) for performing 
marginaliZation-combining operations only in the backWard 
direction. The one or more CFMs, fFMs, and bFMs are 
arranged into a tree structure (e.g., Brent-Kung tree, for 
Ward-backWard tree). An amount of the CFMs may be set to 
a minimum number needed to compute a soft-inverse. In 
general, fF Ms and bFMs may be used in the tree structure in 
place of CFMs Wherever possible. 

[0017] In another aspect, iterative detection may include 
receiving an input signal (e.g., a turbo encoded signal or a 
convolutional coded signal) corresponding to one or more 
outputs of a ?nite state machine (FSM), and determining the 
soft inverse of the FSM by computing forWard and back 
Ward state metrics of the received input signal using a tree 
structure. The forWard and backWard state metrics may be 
computed by one or more SISO modules, for example, using 
a tree-structured set of marginaliZation-combining opera 
tions. 
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[0018] Determining the soft inverse of the FSM may 
include iteratively processing soft information, for example, 
performing parallel pre?x operation or parallel suf?x opera 
tions, or both, on the soft information. Moreover, the itera 
tive processing may include using soft output of a ?rst SISO 
as soft input to another SISO. At least one SISO further may 
the an observation interval into subintervals, and apply a 
minimum half-WindoW SISO operation on each subinterval. 

[0019] In another aspect, a turbo decoder includes a 
demodulator adapted to receive as input a signal encoded by 
a FSM and to produce soft information relating to the 
received signal, and at least one SISO module in commu 
nication With the demodulator and adapted to compute a 
soft-inverse of the FSM using a tree structure. The tree 
structure may implement a combination of parallel pre?x 
and parallel suffix operations. 

[0020] The turbo decoder may include at least tWo SISO 
modules in communication With each other. In that case, the 
SISO modules may iteratively exchange soft information 
estimates of the decoded signal. In any event, at least one 
SISO may compute the soft-inverse of the FSM by com 
puting forWard and backWard state metrics of the received 
signal. 

[0021] In another aspect, iterative detection may be per 
formed by receiving an input signal corresponding to output 
from one or more block encoding modules, and determining 
the soft inverse of the one or more block encoding modules 
by computing forWard and backWard state metrics of the 
received input signal using a tree structure. The input signal 
may include a block turbo encoded signal, a loW density 
parity check coded signal, and/or a product coded signal. 

[0022] Determining the soft inverse of the block encoding 
module may include iteratively processing soft information, 
for example, performing parallel pre?x operation or parallel 
suf?x operations, or both, on the soft information. 

[0023] In another aspect a block decoder may include a 
demodulator adapted to receive as input a signal encoded by 
a block encoding module and to produce soft information 
relating to the received signal, and at least one SISO module 
in communication With the demodulator and adapted to 
compute a soft-inverse of the block encoding module using 
a tree structure. The tree structure used may implement a 
combination of parallel pre?x and parallel suf?x operations. 
The block decoder may further include at least tWo SISO 
modules in communication With each other, Wherein the 
SISO modules iteratively exchange soft information esti 
mates of the decoded signal. In any event, at least one SISO 
may compute the soft-inverse of the block encoding module 
by computing forWard and backWard state metrics of the 
received signal. 

[0024] In another aspect, iterative detection may include 
receiving an input signal (e.g., a block error correction 
encoded signal, a block turbo encoded signal, a loW density 
parity check coded signal, and/or a product coded signal) 
corresponding to one or more outputs of a module Whose 
soft-inverse can be computed by running the forWard 
backWard algorithm on a trellis representation of the module 
(e.g., a FSM or a block encoding module), and determining 
the soft inverse of the module by computing forWard and 
backWard state metrics of the received input signal using a 
tree structure. 
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[0025] One or more of the following advantages may be 
provided. The techniques and methods described here result 
in a tree-structure SISO module that can have a reduced 
latency as loW as O(lg N) [Where N is the block siZe and “lg” 
denotes log2] in contrast to conventional SISOs performing 
forWard-back recursions in parallel, Which have latency 
O(N). The decrease in latency comes primarily at a cost of 
chip area, With, in some cases, only a marginal increase in 
computational complexity. This tree-structure SISO can be 
used to design a very high throughput turbo decoder, or more 
generally an iterative detector. Various sub-WindoWing and 
tiling schemes also can be used to further improve latency. 

[0026] These reduced-latency SISOs can be used in vir 
tually any environment Where it is desirable or necessary to 
run the forWard-backWard algorithm on a trellis. For 
example, the tree-SISO ?nds application in Wireless com 
munications and in many types of decoding (turbo decoding, 
block turbo decoding, convolutional coding including both 
parallel concatenated convolutional codes and serial concat 
enated convolutional codes, parity check coding including 
loW density parity check (LDPC) codes, product codes and 
more generally in iterative detection). The reduced-latency 
SISOs are particularly advantageous When applied to decode 
FSMs having a relatively small number of states, such as 
turbo code FSMs Which typically have either 4 or 8 states. 

[0027] The details of one or more embodiments are set 
forth in the accompanying draWings and the description 
beloW. Other features, objects, and advantages of the inven 
tion Will be apparent from the description and draWings, and 
from the claims. 

DRAWING DESCRIPTIONS 

[0028] 
[0029] FIG. 2 shoWs a fusion module array for combining 
the complete set of C matrices on [k0, kO+K] and [kO+K, 
kO+2K] to obtain the complete set on [k0, kO+2K]. 

[0030] FIG. 3 shoWs a tree-SISO architecture for N=16. 

[0031] FIG. 4 shoWs a tiled sub-WindoW scheme based on 
the forWard-backWard algorithm. 

[0032] FIG. 5 shoWs a tiled sub-WindoW approach With 4 
tree-SISOs of WindoW siZe 4 for N=16 to implement a d=4 
MHW SISO. 

[0033] FIG. 6 is a graph shoWing a simulation of a 
standard turbo code for SISOs With various half-WindoW 
siZes, N=1024, and ten iterations. 

[0034] FIGS. 7A and 7B shoW examples of a turbo 
encoder and a turbo decoder, respectively. 

[0035] FIGS. 8A and 8B shoW a forWard-backWard tree 
SISO (FBT-SISO) implementation. 

[0036] FIG. 9 shoWs an embodiment of a Brent-Kung 
Tree-SISO. 

FIG. 1 shoWs the C fusion process. 

[0037] FIG. 10 is a graph shoWing transistor count esti 
mations for the Brent-Kung Tree-SISO approach of FIG. 9. 

[0038] FIG. 11 shoWs the trellis structure for the parity 
check for a standard Hamming (7,4) code. 

[0039] FIG. 12 shoWs a tree structured representation of 
the Hamming code parity check, in Which the forWard 
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backWard-tree-SISO algorithm may be run on this tree With 
an inWard (up) set of message passes to the node labeled V6, 
folloWed by an outWard (doWn) set of message passes to 
produce the desired soft-out metrics on the coded bits. 

[0040] FIG. 13 shoWs an example of an LDPC decoder 
(overall code rate of 0.5) in Which beliefs are passed from 
the broadcaster nodes to the parity check nodes through a 
?xed permutation, and in Which the parity check nodes can 
be implemented as a tree-structured SISO. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0041] The present inventors have developed a re-formu 
lation of the standard SISO computation using a combina 
tion of pre?x and suf?x operations. This architecture— 
referred to as a Tree-SISO—is based on tree-structures for 

fast parallel pre?x computations used in Very Large Scale 
Integration (VLSI) applications such as fast-adders. Details 
of the Tree-SISO and various alternative embodiments fol 
loW. 

[0042] Calculating the “soft-inverse” of a ?nite-state 
machine (FSM) is a key operation in many data detection/ 
decoding algorithms. One of the more prevalent applications 
is iterative decoding of concatenated codes, such as turbo 
codes as described in Berrou, et al., “Near shannon limit 
error-correcting coding and decoding: turbo-codes,”Interna 
tional Conference on Communications, (Geneva, SWitZer 
land), pp. 1064-1070, May 1993; and Berrou, et al., “Near 
optimum error correcting coding and decoding: turbo-codes, 
”IEEE Trans. Commun., vol. 44, pp. 1261-1271, October 
1996. HoWever the SISO (soft-in/soft-out) module is Widely 
applicable in iterative and no n- iterative receivers and signal 
processing devices. The soft-outputs generated by a SISO 
may also be thresholded to obtain optimal hard decisions 
(e.g., producing the same decisions as the Viterbi algorithm 
(G. D. Forney, “The Viterbi algorithm,”Proc. IEEE, vol. 61, 
pp. 268-278, March 1973) or the Bahl algorithm (L. R. Bahl, 
J. Cocke, F. Jelinek, and J. Raviv, “Optimal decoding of 
linear codes for minimiZing symbol error rate,”IEEE Trans. 
Inform. Theory, vol. IT-20, pp. 284-287, March 1974)). The 
general trend in many applications is toWards higher data 
rates and therefore fast algorithms and architectures are 
desired. 

[0043] There are tWo basic performance (speed) aspects of 
a data detection circuit architecture. The ?rst is throughput 
Which is a measurement of the number of bits per second the 
architecture can decode. The second is latency Which is the 
end-to-end delay for decoding a block of N bits. Non 
pipelined architectures are those that decode only one block 
at a time and for Which the throughput is simply N divided 
by the latency. Pipelined architectures, on the other hand, 
may decode multiple blocks simultaneously, shifted in time, 
thereby achieving much higher throughput than their non 
pipelined counterparts. 

[0044] Depending on the application, the throughput and/ 
or latency of the data detection hardWare may be important. 
For example, the latency associated With interleaving in a 
turbo-coded system With relatively loW data rate (less than 
100 Kb/s) Will likely dominate the latency of the iterative 
decoding hardWare. For future high-rate systems, hoWever, 
the latency due to the interleaver may become relatively 
small, making the latency of the decoder signi?cant. While 
pipelined decoders can often achieve the throughput require 
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ments, such techniques generally do not substantially reduce 
latency. In addition, sometimes latency has a dramatic 
impact on overall system performance. For example, in a 
data storage system (e.g., magnetic hard drives), latency in 
the retrieval process has a dramatic impact on the perfor 
mance of the microprocessor and the overall computer. Such 
magnetic storage channels may use high-speed Viterbi pro 
cessing With turbo-coded approaches. 

[0045] The standard SISO algorithm is the forWard-back 
Ward algorithm. The associated forWard and backward 
recursion steps can be computed in parallel for all of the 
FSM states at a given time, yielding an architecture With 
O(N) computational complexity and latency, Where N is the 
block siZe. The key result of this paper is the reformulation 
of the standard SISO computation using a combination of 
pre?x and suf?x operations, Which leads to an architecture 
With O(lg N) latency. This architecture, referred to as a 
“tree-SISO”, is based on a tree-structure for fast parallel 
pre?x computations in the Very Large Scale Integration 
(VLSI) literature (e.g., fast adders). 
[0046] This exponential decrease in latency for the tree 
SISO comes at the expense of increased computational 
complexity and area. The exact value of these costs depends 
on the FSM structure (e.g., the number of states) and the 
details of the implementation. HoWever, for a four-state 
convolutional code, such as those often used as constituent 
codes in turbo codes, the tree-SISO architecture achieves 
O(lg N) latency With computational complexity of O(N lg 
N). Note that, for this four-state example, the computation 
complexity of tree-SISO architecture increases sublinearly 
With respect to the associated speed-up. This is better than 
linear-scale solutions to the Viterbi algorithm (e.g., such as 
described in FettWeis, et al., “Parallel Viterbi algorithm 
implementation: Breaking the ACS-bottleneck” IEEE Trans. 
Commun., vol. 37, pp. 785-790, August 1989); the gener 
aliZation of Which to the SISO problem is not alWays clear. 
For this 4-state code example, the area associated With the 
O(lgN)-latency tree-SISO is O(N). 

[0047] Soft-In Soft-Out Modules 

[0048] Consider a speci?c class of ?nite state machines 
With no parallel state transitions and a generic S-state trellis. 
Such a trellis has up to S transitions departing and entering 
each state. The FSM is de?ned by the labeling of the state 
transitions by the corresponding FSM input and FSM out 
put. Let tk=(sk,ak,sk+1)=(sk, ak)=(sk,skp3o 1) be a trellis 
transition from state sk at time k to state sk+1 in response to 
input ak. Since there are no parallel state transitions, tk is 
uniquely de?ned by any of these representations. Given that 
the transition tk occurs, the FSM output is xk(tQ. Note that 
for generality the mapping from transitions to outputs is 
alloWed to be dependent on k. 

[0049] Consider the FSM as a system that maps a digital 
input sequence ak to a digital output sequence xk. Amarginal 
soft-inverse, or SISO, of this FSM can be de?ned as a 
mapping of soft-in (SI) information on the inputs SI(ak) and 
outputs SI(xk), to soft-output (SO) information for ak and/or 
xk. The mapping is de?ned by the combining and margin 
aliZation operators used. It is noW Well-understood that one 
need only consider one speci?c reasonable choice for mar 
ginaliZation and combining operators and the results easily 
translate to other operators of interest. Thus, the focus is on 
the min-sum marginaliZation-combining operation With the 
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results translated to max-product, sum-product, min*-sum, 
and max*-sum in a standard fashion. In all cases, let the 
indices K1 and K2 de?ne the time boundaries of the com 
bining WindoW or span used in the computation of the 
soft-output for a particular quantity uk (e.g., uk=sk, uk=ak, 
uk=tk, uk=xk, =(sk,sk+(Q, etc.). In general, K1 and K2 are 
functions of k. For notational compactness, this dependency 
is not explicitly denoted. For min-sum marginaliZation 
combining, the minimum sequence metric (MSM) of a 
quantity uk is the metric (or length) of the shortest path or 
sequence in a combining WindoW or span that is consistent 
With the conditional value of uk. Speci?cally, the MSM is 
de?ned as folloWs. As is the standard convention, the metric 
of a transition that cannot occur under the FSM structure is 
interpreted to be in?nity. 

[0050] Where the set of transitions starting at time K1 and 
ending at time K2 that are consistent With uk is denoted 

[0051] 

[0052] Depending on the speci?c application, one or both 
of the folloWing “extrinsic” quantities Will be computed 

implicitly de?nes a sequence of transitions tkl, 

802111)) % MSMff (11k) — S1011) (4) 

K2 A K2 (5) 
SOKI (61k) — MSMKI (61k) —S1(a/<) 

[0053] Because the system on Which the SISO is de?ned 
is an FSM, the combining and marginaliZation operations in 
(2)-(3) can be computed ef?ciently. The traditional approach 
is the forWard-backWard algorithm Which computes the 
MSM of the states recursively forWard and backWard in 
time. Speci?cally, for the standard ?xed-interval algorithm 
based on soft-in for transitions tk, k=0,1, . . . , N-l, the 

folloWing recursion based on add-compare-select (ACS) 
operations results: 

husk) % MSM[H(Sk) = 1131M) +115) + 1) + M) (1))1 (7) 

[0054] Where f_1 (so) and bN(SN) are initialiZed according 
to available edge information. Note that, since there are S 
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possible values for the state, these state metrics can be 
vieWed as (S><1) vectors fk and bk. The ?nal soft-outputs in 
(4)-(5) are obtained by marginaliZing over the MSM of the 
transitions tk 

[0055] Where uk is either xk or ak. The operation in equa 
tion (8) is referred to as a completion operation. 

[0056] While the forWard-backWard algorithm is compu 
tationally ef?cient, straightforward implementations of it 
have large latency (i.e., O(N)) due to ACS bottleneck in 
computing the causal and anticausal state MSMs. 

[0057] Pre?x and Suf?x Operations 

[0058] A pre?x operation is de?ned as a generic form of 
computation that takes in n inputs yo, yl, . . . , yn_1 and 

produces n outputs Z0, Z1, . . . , Zn_1 according to the 

folloWing: 

Zo=yo (9) 

Zi=y069 - - - @yb (10) 

[0059] where 69 is any associative binary operator. 

[0060] Similarly, a suf?x operation can be de?ned as a 
generic form of computation that takes in n inputs yo, 
yl, . . . , yn_1 and produces n outputs Z0, Z1, . . . , Zn_1 

according to 

znil=ynil (11) 

Zi=yi@ - - - @ynil> (12) 

[0061] where 69 is any associative binary operator. Notice 
that a suffix operation is simply a (backward) pre?x opera 
tion anchored at the other edge. 

[0062] Pre?x and suf?x operations are important since 
they enable a class of algorithms that can be implemented 
With loW latency using tree-structured architectures. The 
most notable realiZations of this concept are VLSI N-bit tree 
adders With latency O(lgN). 

[0063] Reformulation of the SISO Operation 

[0064] The proposed loW-latency architecture is derived 
by formulating the SISO computations in terms of a com 
bination of pre?x and suf?x operations. To obtain this 
formulation, de?ne C(sk,sm), for m>k, as the MSM of state 
pairs sk and srn based on the soft-inputs betWeen them, i.e., 
C(sk,sm)=MSMkm_1 (sk,sm). The set of MSMs C(sk,sm) can 
be considered an (S><S) matrix C(k,m). The causal state 
MSMs fk_1 can be obtained from C(0,k) by marginaliZing 
(e.g., minimiZing) out the condition on so. The backWard 
state metrics can be obtained in a similar fashion. Speci? 
cally, for each conditional value of sk 
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[0065] With this observation, one key step of the algo 
rithm is to compute C(O,k) and C(k, N) for k=0, 1, . . . , N-1. 
Note that the inputs of the algorithm are the one-step 
transition metrics Which can be Written as C(k, k+1) for k=0, 
1, . . . , N-1. To shoW hoW this algorithm can be imple 

mented With a pre?x and suf?x computation, a min-sum 
fusion operator on C matrices is de?ned that inputs tWo such 
matrices, one With a left-edge coinciding With the right-edge 
of the other, and marginaliZes out the midpoint to obtain a 
pairWise state-MSM With larger span. Speci?cally, given 
C(kO,m) and C(m,k1) , We de?ne a C Fusion Operator, or 69c 
operator is de?ned by 

[0066] Note that the 69c operator is an associative binary 
operator that accepts tWo matrices and returns one matrix. 
This is illustrated in FIG. 1. With this de?nition C(0,k) and 
C(k, N) for k=0, 1, . . . , N-1 can be computed using the 
pre?x and suffix operations as folloWs: 

[0067] In general, a SISO algorithm can be based on the 
decoupling property of state-conditioning. Speci?cally, con 
ditioning on all possible FSM state values at time k, the 
shortest path problems (e.g., MSM computation) on either 
side of this state condition may be solved independently and 
then fused together (e.g., as performed by the c-fusion 
operator). More generally, the SISO operation can be 
decoupled based on a partition of the observation interval 
With each subinterval processed independently and then 
fused together. For example, the forWard-backWard algo 
rithm is based on a partition to the single-transition level 
With the fusing taking place sequentially in the forWard and 
backWard directions. In contrast, other SISO algorithms may 
be de?ned by specifying the partition and a schedule for 
fusing together the solutions to the sub-problems. This may 
be vieWed as specifying an association scheme to the above 
pre?x-suf?x operations (i.e., grouping With parentheses). 

[0068] The C-fusion operations may be simpli?ed in some 
cases depending on the association scheme. For example, 
the forWard-backWard algorithm replaces all C-fusion 
operations by the much simpler forWard and backWard 
ACSs. HoWever, latency is also a function of the association 
scheme. An architecture based on a pairWise tree-structured 
grouping is presented beloW. This structure alloWs only a 
small subset of the C-fusion operations to be simpli?ed, but 
facilitates a signi?cant reduction in latency compared to the 
forWard-backWard algorithm, by fusing solutions to the 
subproblems in a parallel, instead of sequential, manner. 

[0069] LoW-Latency Tree-SISO Architectures 

[0070] Many loW-latency parallel architectures based on 
binary tree-structured groupings of pre?x operations can be 
adopted to SISOs such as described in Brent, et al., “A 
regular layout for parallel adders,” IEEE Transactions on 
Computers, vol. C-31, pp. 260-264, March 1982; T. H. 
Cormen, et al., Introduction to Algorithms. Cambridge, 




















